
SCAVENGER HUNT
INTRODUCTION

1-Spin-ovate! Spin the wheel and pick a key concept of
innovation and explain it to your big person or ask them to explain

it to you.

2-Let’s Go Places! There are four types of innovation-
+ Social + Technological

+ Cultural + Artistic

Does your town have one of these?

TECHNOLOGICAL
3-Put together the Puzzle to learn how
SYNERGY works.

4-Play the Flip Panels to hear about
innovations from four different towns in

Chenango County, NY. Which one is your

favorite?

5- Check out the Cherry Pitter. Could you
use one of these at home?

CULTURE/HERITAGE
6-Look carefully at the top two pictures on the right.

Move slowly from left to right to see the photos change from

“Then” to “Now.”

7- How is your town the same and how is your town different

from these towns?



SOCIAL
8-What does “Necessity” mean? As you look at these

examples, can you think of something your town needs?

How could you solve that problem?

9-By the Numbers. As you flip up
the numbers and read the stories

you can see how numbers help

describe different places. What

numbers would you like to know

about your own town? How could

you find those numbers?

ART
10. Where can you find art as you walk around your town?

“Design is a solution to a problem
Art is a question to a problem.”
-what does that mean to you?

11. Place the cube in the middle of

the reader to launch videos of

different ways art is used to

improve the community.

12. Before you leave, Play the Citizen Innovation Game.
Each player selects a yellow VALUE card. Each player gets
four white DESIGN TACTIC cards.
To play, turn over the orange CHALLENGE cards.
Each player then picks a DESIGN TACTIC to help solve
the challenge in a way that aligns with their
yellow VALUE card.
Don’t forget to pick up a button and mark your
challenge board.


